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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned here with questions of existence, uniqueness, and 
regularity of solutions of general linear elliptic boundary problems in Lp, 
1 < p < w. We extend here a number of results by several authors. 
In the first part of this work we give a condition guaranteeing the existence, 
uniqueness, and regularity of constant coefficient problems in a half space. 
Accompanying estimates are obtained as well. A special case was announced 
earlier in [6]. The condition is necessary as well. 
In the next part we consider problems with variable coefficients. We give 
a condition guaranteeing the finiteness of the index in certain unbounded 
regions including half spaces and exteriors of bounded regions. As a by-product 
of the proof the well known fact [2, 4, 141 that the index in bounded regions 
is finite can be obtained. The condition is that the coefficients of the operators 
converge for large values of x to constants and that the resulting constant 
coefficient operator satisfy the conditions of the theorem of part one. In [l] 
Agmon, assuming bounded regions and normal boundary operators, obtained 
conditions which guaranteed that a half ray was in the resolvent set of an 
operator defined by an elliptic boundary problem. He obtained an estimate 
for the growth of the resolvent, the inequality holding for functions satisfying 
the null boundary conditions. Neither the boundedness of the region nor the 
* The work of the first author was supported by NSF grant GP 9014 and GP 8382. 
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normality of the boundary operators was necessary to obtain the estimate. We 
obtain here the analogous inhomogeneous estimate which reduces to Agmon’s 
result for functions satisfying the null boundary conditions. Higuchi [8] 
studied the L2 theory for unbounded domains under normal boundary 
conditions and Agmon’s assumptions. He obtained estimates and existence 
theorems. 
In [12, 131 conditions were given that a potential q as well as a differential 
operator of lower order preserved the essential spectrum of an elliptic 
operator A defined in all of An. These results are extended here in two ways. 
First of all, we consider regions with boundaries, and, secondly, we consider 
perturbations of the boundary operators. The conditions guarantee that the 
perturbations are A-compact, i.e., compact mappings of the space H”*r’(!G?) 
into the appropriate spaces where 1 < p < co, m is the order of A, and 52 
is the region in question. The conditions are simply generalizations of those 
given in the references mentioned above. 
The authors wish to express their appreciation to the referee for his many 
helpful comments and suggestions. 
2. CONSTANT COEFFICIENT PROBLEMS IN A HALF-SPACE 
Let En denote n-dimensional Euclidean space with real coordinates 
x = (x1 )...) x,). We shall find it convenient to set x’ = (xi ,..., x&, y = x, 
and denote points of En by (x’, y). The half-spaces y > 0 and y > 0 will be 
denoted by E,” and .!?+“, respectively. 
Let p = (pi ,..., pn) be a multi-index of nonnegative integers, and set 
IPI =fh+...+Pn. We let Dj denote the operator i3/; axj , 1 < j < n, 
and set 
D, = (01 ,...> Q--l), D = (D, , D,). (2.1) 
If P(f) is a polynomial in the variables 5 = (5; , . . . . .$,), then we can form a 
partial differential operator P(D) by substituting Dj for fj in P(t). We shall 
call Z’(D) the operator corresponding to P(t). We shall also employ the 
notation 
P’“‘(() = a’u’P([)/ag **- a(?, 
p(o.....o) (0 = P(f). 
(2.2) 
For any domain Q in En let C,“(Q) denote the set of infinitely differentiable 
complex valued functions with compact supports in .Q. We let Corn denote 
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Corn(P). For q~ E C’sm we denote the Fourier transform of q~ by 
FCJI = j e-%p(x) dx, 
where 
5x = 51x1 + *** + LP, - (2.3) 
Let s, p be real numbers with 1 < p < co. Then for q~ E Cgm we define 
II 9~ /18,p = [j I ~-1408 flv Ip dx]“‘, (2.4) 
where 
e(5J2 = 1 + f12 + ..* + tn2. (2.5) 
It is easily checked that for each s and p, (2.4) is a norm on Corn. We denote 
the completion of Cgm with respect to this norm by Ha-p. For any domain Sz 
in En we define H8-P(Q) for s > 0 as the set of restrictions to Q of functions in 
Hs-P with norm 
For s < 0 we let HS*p(Q) denote the dual space of H-S-p’(fi!), where 
P’ = PO - 1). 
Let Sz be a domain in En and let 8Q denote its boundary. For s > 0 we let 
@.P(&?) denote the restrictions to XJ of functions in HS+lI~~~(Q) with norm 
(2.7) 
For s < 0 we define B”.p(afi) as the dual of B-sJ”(aJ?). The simplest way 
to define EP(X?) is to set 
(2.8) 
and then to let B”~P(8Q) be the completion of Com(aQ) with respect to this 
norm. 
We now consider the boundary value problem 
P(D) 4x’, Y) = f(x’, Y) Y > 0, (2.9) 
Qdo) U(X’, 0) = gdx’), 1 <j<r. (2.10) 
Our assumptions are as follows: 
(1) P(f) is a polynomial of degree m = 2r with complex coefficients. 
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(2) Each Qi(E) is a polynomial of order mj < m with complex 
coefficients. 
(3) P(D) is elliptic. This means that 
(2.11) 
where j 5 I2 = (4i2 + ... + tn2 and p(E) is the sum of the highest order terms 
of P(5). 
(4) P(D) is properly elliptic. This means that the equation 
P(O,..., 1,X) =o (2.12) 
has exactly r roots (counting multiplicities) with positive imaginary parts. 
(If 71 > 2, this follows from (2.11).) 
(5) P(f) # 0 for 5 E En. 
Before we continue with our hypotheses, let us draw some conclusions from 
the first five. 
LEMMA 2.1. There is a constant K, such that 
e(EP < K21 W)I. 
Proof. There is a constant C such that 
I P(5) - P(Ol < Cl 5 IY, I51 > 1. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Now suppose I 5 I > max[2”+lK,C, 11. Then 
40m G (21 5 I)” < 2mKl fG>i 
< 2”K,I W)l + 2”K,I P(5) -~(5)1 
< 2°K W)l + 2mW45PlI E I 
< 2mKll P(t)1 + e(5)“/2. 
Thus, (2.13) holds for such [. On the other hand, it clearly holds on any 
bounded set by hypothesis 5. 
LEMMA 2.2. For t’ = (6, ,..., .$‘,-,) # 0 the equation 
P(ly, z) = 0 
has exactly r roots with positive imaginary parts. 
Proof. First we note that for any E’ # 0 the equation 
P(E’, 4 = 0 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
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has exactly Y roots with positive imaginary parts (Assumption 4). For n = 2 
this is obvious. For n > 2 we can connect r with the vector tj = 0, 
1 <cj < 71 - 2, 5,-r = 1 in such a way as not to go through the origin in 
En-l. Since p(f) can have no real roots, none of the roots can cross the real 
axis. 
Next let 5’ # 0 be a vector in En-l, and let z,, be a root of (2.16). For 
t > 0 we have 
qe, tz) = tmp(i?, x) + qt5’, tz), 
where R(t) = P(t) - p(t). Let y be a circle about z,, with radius so small that 
y does not have any other roots of (2.16) in its interior and does not intersect 
the real axis. Then there is 6 > 0 such that 
for z on y. On the other hand, we can take t so large that 
t-y R(t5’, tz)l < s 
on y. Hence, the equation 
t-ytp, tz) = 0 
has the same number of roots as (2.16) inside y. This shows that for t large 
P(t[‘, a) has exactly r roots with positive imaginary parts. Since P(f) cannot 
vanish for real this must be true for all t and [‘. The proof is complete. 
We now continue with our hypotheses. For given 5’ let ~r(.$‘),..., T,(T) 
be roots of (2.15) with positive imaginary parts. Let 
k=l 
(2.17) 
P-(5’, 77) = fY5,7 dl~,(%~ 17). (2.18) 
If Q(t) is any polynomial of degree <m in fn we can resolve $3(6)/Z’([) into 
partial fractions 
Let 
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where 
e(S’) = 1 + 51” + *** + tk, 1 <i,j<r. 
We assume 
(6) There is a positive constant Ks such that 
eW d 4 det(d, E’ E En-l. (2.21) 
We can now state the first theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 2.3. If Q = E,” and hypotheses l-6 hold, then for each p 
satisfying 1 < p < co there is a constant C such that 
holds for all solutions u of (2.9) OY (2.10). The constant C does not depend on f 
OY the gj . 
Proof. Let f.+ be an extension off to Lp(E”) such that 
llf* IO,9 < 2 Ilf IIt, * (2.23) 
Moreover, there is a function u1 E Hm*p such that 
and 
W) %(X) = f*W xgEn 
II % IlwL,P G Mf* 110.9 7 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
where the constant C, does not depend on u1 or f* (we merely put u1 = 
F-l[SfJP]). If we now set ZI = u - u1 in Sz, then v is a solution of 
P(D) v(x) = 0, x E 52, (2.26) 
Q@) v(x’, 0) = h,(x’) 1 <j<y, (2.27) 
where 
Since 
hi@‘) = g&‘) - Q@) G’, 01, 1 <j<r. (2.28) 
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(2.22) will follow from 
We now proceed to prove (2.30). Let F denote the Fourier transform with 
respect to variables x’ = (x1 ,..., x,-J. Applying F to (2.26) and (2.27), we 
get 
W’, D,> Fv(t?, Y> = 0, y > 0, (2.31) 
SK, QJ Fv(t’, 0) = FW?), 1 <j<r. (2.32) 
We may assume that v is a smooth function since its regularity depends only 
on that off and U. Let V(t’, y) be a bounded solution of 
w, D,) P(F, QJ ~(6’,Y) = 0, Y < 0, (2.33) 
D,jV(p, 0) = D,iFv(e, 0), 0 < j < nz. (2.34) 
Such a solution exists because the polynomial P(e’, z) I’((‘, z) has m roots 
with negative imaginary parts. Set 
v,(t’, Y) = WC?, Y), Y 3 0, 
= VW, Y>, y <o. (2.35) 
We shall compute P(p, D,)V extended to vanish for positive y. Since it is a 
solution of 
&Y, D,)W = 0, (2.36) 
it is of the form 
W’, QJ W’, Y) = i CA!‘) yk’ expG~j(t’)r), 
j=l 
(2.37) 
where kj is an integer less than the multiplicity of G-~ . Let F, denote the 
Fourier transform with respect toy. Then 
Fn[W’, Qz) VW, r>l = QG d/~+(& 4, (2.38) 
where Q is a polynomial in 7 of degree <r. Now for each 5’ the polynomials 
Q Qr+ 1+ ,*.., are linearly independent. For if 
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Since det(q,) # 0 by hypothesis 6, the lsj must vanish. Since the Qj+ are all 
of degree <r, their conjugates form a basis for all such polynomials. Hence, 
we can write (2.38) in the form 
where the hj are suitable functions of 5’. In view of (2.31), (2.34), and (2.35) 
this gives 
Multiplying both sides by Qi(4’, v)/P(e, 7) and integrating with respect to 7 
from --co to CO, we obtain 
(2~r)i/~Q, (f, II,) w.+.(f’, 0) = i aije((‘)m~+m~-zn hj , 1 <j < r, (2.41) 
j=l 
where we have used the fact that 
= 0, 1 <i,j,(r. 
In view of (2.32) and (2.35), formulas (2.41) imply 
Aj = (2z-)l12 i e(f)2m+5-mk aikFhk(~), 1 <.i,<r, (2.42) 
k=l 
where (#) is the inverse matrix of (cljk). Substituting into (2.40), we have 
= (27r)1/2 i i e(g)2m-m5ml, dkFhk(f’) Qj+(t’, v)/P+(E’, 7). (2.43) 
j=l k=l 
Let R(.$‘, 7) be any polynomial of degree <m. If we multiply both sides of 
(2.43) by R(r, 7) and applyF;l, we get 
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where 
eingW’, 7) Qj+(5’, W’(t’, 7) p+CS, 7) 4, l 
1 < j < r. (2.44) 
Let &(x’, y) be a function in Hm--m+I) such that 
Then 
bk(X’, 0) = hk(X’), l<k,<r. (2.45) 
- -2 
‘S m Q[w&‘, Y + t) %G’, t)l dt 0 
’ = --z s m P,wi(t’, Y + t)%(f’, t) + wkf’, Y + t) WW’, t> dt. 0 
Moreover, in view of (2.35), ~.+.(y, y) coincides with Fv(~, y) for y 3 0. 
Hence, 
F[R(D)v] = f: jrn H,(g, y + t) e(tj’)m-mrFbk(p, t) dt 
k=l 0 




H,&!‘, Y) = --i i ~~kRpj(s’, y), l<k<r, 
i=l 
JkV, y) = -ie(P) i adkwi(r, y), 1 <k<r. 
i=l 
We shall prove that for each y > 0 the function H,([‘, y) is a multiplier in 
Lp(E+l) with 
M,[f&(5’, y)] < C,/J’, 1 < k < r, M,(T) = sup #$ , (2.47) 
where M, is the norm of the corresponding operator. Similarly, for each y, 
X(,$‘, y) is also in Mg(En-l) and 
I",[Jk(t',Y) < c5/Y, 1 <k,(r. (2.48) 
’ When deg R = m the integral is a Cauchy principal value. 
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Assuming this for the moment, we obtain 
(2.49) 
We have made use of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that for each y > 0 the function H(%, y) is a 
multiplier in Le(E*-l) and satisfies 
n/r,[Wt’, ~11 G G/Y. (2.50) 
?f 
Fu(S’, y) = j- H(5’, Y + t)&(5’, t) dt, (2.51) 
0 
then 
II u /l&J G Go l/g II& * (2.52) 
We shall prove Lemma 2.4 later in this section. Since (2.49) holds for any 
set of function bk(x’, y) satisfying (2.45), we have 
Since this holds true for any polynomial R(t) of degree m, (2.30) will be proved 
once we have proved (2.47), (2.48), and Lemma 2.4. 
In order to prove (2.47) and (2.48) we make use of a theorem of Mikhlin [lo] 
which states that if a function ~(0 is in Cn(En) and satisfies 
then p is a multiplier on Lp(En) and 
In order to apply the theorem we must estimate the derivatives of the 
Hk(f, J’) and Jk(&?, Y>. 
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First we note that the following inequalities hold: 
I P(f%f)I 4W < 4 W)l; (2.53) 
I 4?)l/~5 < 43 d KS! Im ~&‘)l, 1 <<<I-, (2.54) 
1 Dwaij(f)I < KS e((‘)l-l”i, 1 <i,j<r, (2.55) 
j DG([‘)1 < K, e([‘)-l-l”l, 1 < j, K < Y. (2.56) 
Inequality (2.53) follows from hypothesis 5 and the fact that P)(.$ is a 
polynomial of degree <m - 1 p I. The left hand inequality of (2.54) is well 
known (cf. [20]). To prove the other, consider the polynomial Q(t) = 
P(5’, q + te(t’)/K,) for fixed 4’, 7. Then by (2.53) 
I @(t>l = I e(C) aP(5’, 9 + te(P)/Ka)/Ka 317 I < 1 a(t)], t real. 
This implies that there is a constant c > 0 such that / 7 I 3 c for any complex 
root T of Q(t) = 0.2 Since QQ - ~)/e(e’) is such a root, we get 
Since neither c nor K4 depends on 7 we can take 7 = Re Q . This gives the 
right hand inequality of (2.54). 
To prove (2.55), note that for each 5’ there is a rectifiable Jordan contour y 
enclosing pi,..., TV such that the length of y is < ce([‘) and 
I z l/2& < 43 < K51 Imz 112, z E y. (2.57) 
If S(t) is a polynomial of degree s < m, then one checks easily that (2.19) 
and (2.57) imply 
and 
I S+(t?, .W+(S’, 41 d Ce(i?P, z E Y, (2.58) 
I s+(f’, W+(t’, 4 < Ce(P)~-~, z E y. (2.59) 
Thus, if T(t) is a polynomial of degree t < m, then 
= / J: [S+(P, 4/p+(s’, 41 T+(t’, 4/~+(s,, 4 dz 1 
< C,,e( [‘)s+t-2m+1. 
’ We use the fact that if P is any polynomial and 1 P’(t)1 < 1 F’(t)1 for - 1 Q t < 1 
then there is a constant c depending only on the degree of P such that / + / > c for 
any root of P(t) = 0. 
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Now for any p and v we have 
= jm (G[Qd5’, T)lP(5’, q>l> 4~[&j+(f’* v)Ip+(E’, dl 4 --co 
= jm [S(f’, rl)lW’, dz’u’l W&j+(t’, $/~+(t’, dl 4 --m 
= ja [S+(f’, q)/P+(i?, d”‘“‘1 D;@i(t’> #%‘, 414 --3o 
= jm [S+(t’, rl)lP+(%, d”“‘lW> d/W, @“I 4 --m 
zzzz s O” [S+(l’, ,)lf’+(t’, d”‘“‘l[~+(t’> d/~+G’> d2’“‘l 6, --m 
where S(t) is a polynomial of degree < mi + 21 p lm - 1 p / - m and T(f) 
is a polynomial of degree < mj + 21 v lm - 1 Y / - m. (Here we used the 
fact that [P([‘, T)~] = P+(f’, 7)“). Hence 
1 j-1 W[Qi+(~‘~ W’+k!‘, dl> W!&+(f’> ~)ip+(S’, d14 1 
< ~~(~r)mi+"~-2m-lul-lvl+l~ (2.60) 
A simple application of (2.60) proves (2.55). Inequality (2.56) follows from 
(2.21) and (2.55). 
Next we turn our attention to D,zq(E’, y). Note that for E > 0 sufficiently 
small 
Moreover, by the reasoning above we have 
/ DF,Dnwj(f, y)l< C13e(6’)2-‘u’ exp(----24%) y/G 
< C14e(E’)1-‘u’iy, 1 <j<r. (2.61) 
Similarly, 
I D!$q(E’, y)l < Clse(5’)1-“’ exp(--2e(t’) y/K4 < Clse(S’)-‘@‘/r. 
3 When deg R = m, the integral is a Cauchy principal value. 
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If we now combine these inequalities with (2.56) we obtain (2.47) and (2.48) 
by applying Mikhlin’s theorem and Lemma 2.4. 
It remains to give the following proof. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. We have 
d Cl, I om [II &‘, ~)ll%l ‘dy = G,(ll g IlkX 
where we used boundedness properties of the Hilbert transform. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.4 and the proof of Theorem 2.3 as well. 
Let (P, Q) denote the mapping from ZP~~(~) to 
defined by 
where y. is the restriction to ZJ. Theorem 2.3 states that (P, Q) is a one-to-one 
mapping from Hm,p to Mn*p having closed range. In fact we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Under hypotheses l-6, the operator (P, Q) is a topological 
isomorphism of Hm*p onto Mm*~. 
Proof. We must show that (P, Q) . 1s onto. As we noticed in the beginning 
of the proof of Theorem 2.3, it suffices to consider the problem (2.26) and 
(2.27) for hj(x’) E Com(as). Define h, ,..., X, by means of (2.42) and ZI*(~, y) 
by (2.40). Since F,[P([‘, Dn) v,(t’, y)] is b ounded and analytic in the upper 
half plane by (2.40), P(c, D,) v,(P, y) vanishes for y > 0. Moreover, 
Q&t’, W T&T, 0) = phi, l<i<r, 
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by (2.41). If we now define v(x’, y) = F-%*(5’, y), we see that ~(x’, y) is a 
solution of (2.26) and (2.27) having the desired properties. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let P be a dzflerential operator of order m with constant 
coeficients and suppose there exists a constant C such that for all cp E C,“(E+“) 
(2.62) 
Then P(t) # 0 for all 6 E En. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is elementary and can be found in 
[16, p. 601. 
THEOREM 2.7. The conditions l-6 are necessary as well as su#icient for the 
validity of (2.22). 
Proof. Inequality (2.22) implies inequality (3.8) of Theorem 3.9 as well as 
inequality (2.62) of Lemma 2.6, since for v E C,~(E+“) the boundary terms 
vanish. Thus, by Theorem 3.9 P must be properly elliptic and the operators 
Qj , j = l,..., r must cover P. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.6 it follows 
that P(f) # 0 for all 6 E En. 
In the remainder of this discussion we will suppress primes and denote 
points in En-l by ,$ or x and points in E+” by (x, t) with x E En-l and t > 0. 
Now suppose that for some [E En-’ det aij([) = 0 where aij(E) is given by 
(2.20) and apply an argument similar to that used in [2]. There must be a 
nontrivial, infinitely differentiable solution v, vanishing exponentially at 
infinity, to the boundary value problem 
w, a)v = 0 t > 0, 
Qj(& Q) 40) = 0 1 ,<j<r. 
(2.63) 
Let y E C,,m(E+l) and define a function u by 
u(x, t) = p(x) ei”k(t). (2.64) 
Since v vanishes exponentially for large t and v E Com(En-l) clearly 
u E H”sp(E+“). Apply Leibniz’s formula to P(D) u(x, t) and Qj(D) u(x, 0) 
using (2.63) to obtain 
P(D) u(x, t) = 1 (l/al) D*~P(“)(D)(e%(t)) 
O<la/<m 
= C (l/a!) &Pc”)(t, Dt) v(t) eixC 
(2.65) 
Wal<m 
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and 
Qj(D) u(x, 0) = .<,F< (2.66) 
a m 
Apply the familiar inequality 
to obtain 
(2.67) 
I P(D) u(x, t)l” < IV”-l c (l/c~!)~ I D”p, IP ) P’“‘(& Dt) v(t)l”. (2.68) 
O<l~l<~ 
Let c, = (a!)-” jr I Pc”)([, Dt) v(t)lp dt and integrate both sides of (2.68) 
over E.+n to obtain 
s jPuIPdxdt < C c, s j D”p, ja dx (2.69) EI: O<lolI<??z En-1 
or for some constant cl that 
j- j Pu 1~ dx dt < cl c j. I D”g, I p dx. 
4 O<lrr~(nz en-’ 
(2.70) 
Since on the one hand by the definition of the norm <.)?;I (see 2.7) we 
have 
and on the other hand when s is an integer Mikhlin’s theorem tells us that 
the norm 1) * @I ’ IS equivalent to the norm defined by Cloll~m II Ddu \I$; 
we obtain the estimate 
(2.72) 
by a computation analogous to the one yielding (2.70). 
Now if (2.22) is valid it remains valid with the left side replaced by 
II u 113;. But if ca = G I o(t)lp dt then for the u’s we have chosen 
s 
1 u(x, t)l” dx dt = c3” 
E= s 
F-1 I &W’ dx. 
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Thus, we find that if (2.22) is to be valid for all u E Hnz,P(E+n), then for all 
v E ~a~(,??-~) we must have 
.i 
I v(x)1 I’ dx < c4 1 1 I &4x)1 p k (2.73) 
En-1 O<:lal<rn 9-1 \ 
where c1 is some positive constant. Let p be any positive number and replace 
q in (2.68) by vP where v,,(x) = &IX). Since Dave(x) = pinlD”&x) making 
the change of variable px - x’ and cancelling the factor p-” resulting from the 
change of variables we obtain 
andif <p < lwehave 
for all v E C,,m(Efl-l). Now let p + 0 to obtain a contradiction. 
3. VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Q be an open set in E’” whose boundary r is an 
infinitely differentiable manifold and let B, be the ball with center at the origin 
and radius Y. Sz is said to be unt~ormly regular if there is a cover of Q by open 
sets {Qj:j E N}, a family of infinitely differentiable homeomorphisms 
(wj:j E N}, an no E N and a 6 > 0 such that 
(i) at most no of the Qj’s have nonempty intersection; 
(ii) For eachj E N, wj: Q? n Sz ~B,n{x:x,>O}and,i:~~njnr-t 
B, n {x: X, = 0); 
(iii) The derivatives of wj and its inverse are bounded; 
(iv) ujEN ~j’(Br ,a) covers a 6 neighborhood of I? 
The spaces W-p(Q) and B”-p(T) have been defined in Section 2. As was 
pointed out in the proof of Theorem 2.7, for s a positive integer the norm in 
We is equivalent to the norm determined by & iss /I D”u Ii;,, . Although 
there is an extensive discussion in Schechter [l l] and Lions-Magenes [9] 
of the spaces determined by these norms for s-real we will restrict this 
discussion to s a positive integer. 
Following Lions-Magenes [9] for u E Corn(D) let ‘you = u / I’. We then 
have 
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LEMMA 3.2. The map y0 can be extended by continuity so as to be a con- 
tinuous linear map of H*J’(SZ) onto BS--llP*r(P) where Q is assumed to be 
umformly regular and s is an integer. 
Proof. This result is proved in a number of places. See for example, 
Browder [4] and Lions-Magenes [19]. The restriction that s be an integer is 
unnecessarily strong but all that we will need. 
LEMMA 3.3. If .Q is uniformly regular and {szj} is a cover of Q as given in 
Definition 3.1 there is an infkitely d@rentiable partition of unity {Q} sub- 
ordinate to the cover, having uniformly bounded derivatives. Moreover there 
exists an integer N,, such that in each Qj at most N,, of the Q’S are nonvanishing 
and Ck Tk2 = 1. 
Proof. Browder [4]. 
Let y,,rln: = uk . Then we have 
LEMMA 3.4. For each s a positive integer there exist constants C,,, , C,,, , 
c 2,s 9 C,,, such that for all u E Coco(~) and q~ E IE’,,~(P) 
co,, II 24 II?,9 G 1 II 77k2u Ilk < Cl,, II u ll&l , (3.1) 
k 
(3.2) 
Proof. (3.1) is proved in Browder [4] and (3.2) follows from (3.1) and 
Lemma 3.2. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let a, denote differentiation in the direction of the 
outward directed normal Y to r at each point of F and let ylc = y0 aVk. Thus 
according to Aronszajn and Milgram [3] given a positive integer r a set of 
differential operators B, , . . ., B,-l is called a Dirichlet set of order Y if and only 
if 
(1) Bi = b,(x)y, + Aj h w ere the order of Bj is j and the normal order 
of Aj does not exceed j - 1. 
(2) inf{/bi(x)l:O<j<r-l,xEr}>O. 
A subset of a Dirichlet set, the highest order appearing being p, is called a 
normal set of order p. 
In what follows A(x, D) will be a differential operator of order m = 2r, 
4x> D> = I&~<rn aa(x) the coefficients being defined, infinitely differen- 
tiable, and bounded in a neighborhood of Q. A’(x, D) will denote the formal 
adjoint of A(x, D). {Bi(x, D), j = 0 ,..., r - I} will be a set of differential 
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operators of orders mi < m, j = O,..., r. Bj(x, D) = &+j bj,(x)Dn. The 
coefficients bj, ,i = O,..., r - I, 1 OT 1 < mj will be defined, infinitely differen- 
tiable and bounded together with their derivatives in a neighborhood of 0. 
DEFINITION 3.6. For fixed x ESI) let P(x, 6) = Cial=, a,(x)p. If the 
constant Kr in (2.11) can be chosen independently of x then A(x, D) is 
called unzformly elliptic. For each x E P let y be the unit normal vector to I’ 
at x and let 7 be a vector in the tangent plane to rat X. Let tj(T, X) denote the 
m = 2r, not necessarily distinct, complex roots of P(x, r + t,) = 0, regarded 
as a polynomial in t. A(x, D) is prop&y elliptic if exactly r of tj’s, say t, ,..., t, , 
have positive imaginary parts. If in addition A(x, D) is uniformly elliptic 
we say it is uniformly, properly elliptic. 
DEFINITION 3.7. For j = l,..., r let Bj(x, D) = ClrrlCrni biE(~)Da be 
differential operators of order mj < m, and let Qi(x, [) = Clalzrnj bj,p. For 
fixed x define the quantities olij(x, E’) as in (2.20). If the constant Ka of (2.21) 
can be chosen independently of x E P we say the Bj’s uniformly cover the 
uniformly properly elliptic operator A(x, D). 
THEOREM 3.8 (Aronszajn-Milgram [3].) Let A(x, D) be elliptic and let 
B = {Bj(x, 0):j = 0 ,..., r)y--l be normal. Adjoin a set C = {Ct(x, D):j = 0 ,..., r} 
so that (B, C) is a Dirichlet set of order m. Let the order of Cj be pj . Then there 
is another Dirichlet set of order m, (B’, C’) such that the order of B,’ is m - 1 - pj 
and the order of Cj’ is m - 1 - mj andfor all u, v E Cow(~) 
r-1 
(AU, v)” - (u, A’v)” = C {<y&u, ~,,B;v>~ - (Y&U, roCi’~>~~~ (3.3) 
GO 
THEOREM 3.9 [2]. Let Q be uniformly regular. A necessary and su$icient 
condition that there exists a positive number C such that for all u E C,““(D) 
is that A be uniformly properly elliptic and that the {Bj} unsyormly cover A. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let V,(Q) = {u E D(Q): yoBju = 0 fori = O,..., r - l} 
and let Vi*P(~) be the closure of V,(a) in EPP(Q). Let D(&,) = V;‘*(g) 
and set AB,u = Au for u E VTsP(sL)). 
THEOREM 3.11. The adjoint of ABVD is A;,,,,, . 
Proof. Browder [4], Schechter [14, 151. 
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Let us recall some terminology from functional analysis. Suppose X and GY 
are Banach spaces and T is a linear operator from 9’ into CV’. Denote the image 
of T by Im T and the kernel of T by ker T. 
DEFINITION 3.12. (a) T is normally solvable if T has closed graph and the 
image of T is closed. 
(b) Let o(T) = dim ker T and /I(T) = codim Im T. If at least one is 
finite the index of T denoted by ind T is defined to be a(T) - /J(T). 
(c) If T is normally solvable and ind T is defined then T is called a 
semi-Fredholm operator. When the index is finite it is called a Fredholm 
operator. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let Q be uniformly regular, A(x, D) properly elliptic, and 
{Bj(x, D), j = 0 ,..., r - l} a set of boundary operators which cover A. Suppose 
A@, D> = Zz~srn a,(x)Da and Bj(x, D) = &l(mi b,(x)D”. Suppose, moreover, 
that A&, D) = CMS~ am&Pm and &Ax, D) = ZI.IS~, b,,j,(4Du and 
that (A, , y&J is a topological isomorphism of Hnk**(0) onto 
n-1 
Lr(Q) x n Bm-)n+‘9*e(ZJ. 
i=O 
Then ;f liml,l,, 1 a,(x) - a,,,(x)1 = 0 for / a! / < m and 
for Ial <mj, O<j<r-1, jy] <m-mj, it follows that (A,yoB) 
is a Fredholm operator and there is a constant C > 0 such that 
where II . IIK,9 is a compact seminorm. 
COROLLARY 3.14. If 52 is a half-space and (A, , yoB,) has constant 
coeficients satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 then the result of the 
preceding theorem is true. 
COROLLARY 3.15. If QI is a bounded open set and 52 = .RIc then the 
conclusion is true with the hypothesis at co being needed only on A(x, 0). 
Remark 3.16. If (A, , y&J satisfy the hypotheses of the corollary to 
the following theorem the result will also be true. 
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Our next result yields an inhomogeneous version of some estimates obtained 
by Agmon [l]. 
THEOREM 3.17. Suppose that Q is umformly regular. Let 0 < 8 < 2n and 
X = 1 h leis. Suppose also that 
(1) A(x, D) is uniformly properly elliptic. 
(2) The {Bj(x, D)} uniformly cover A(x, D). 
(3) A,(x, 5) - eie # 0 for all x E J2 and 5 E En. 
(4) At each point x E F let v be the unit normal vector at x and 7 a vector 
in the tangent plane at x. Let tj+(T, 8, x) be the r roots with positive imaginary 
parts of Ao(x; 7 + tv) - eis = 0. Then the polynomials {B,(x; T + tv), 
j = o,..., r - l} are linearly independent module ny=, (t - ti+), i.e., they cover 
A, - X. 
Then there exists a positive constant C such that 
t 
r-1 
< C ll(A - 04 II&, + c I h l(m-“+‘~)‘m (Bi~}f;l-,j-l,p.?, (3.6) 
i-0 I 
for all j h ] suficiently large and u E Hm~r(Q). 
We begin by proving Theorem 3.13. The corresponding statement when 
!J is a bounded region is well known. It is stated in Browder [5] where a 
proof is outlined for the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions. The procedure 
given there is applicable in general and with suitable modifications is the one 
we use here. The essence of the proof is to use local existence theory for general 
boundary value problems and a perturbation argument. The theory is well 
known and can be found (in theL2 setting) in Hormander [7, Theorem 10.4.11. 
Nevertheless, we sketch an L” version of it in what follows. 
LEMMA 3.20. Let V and X be Banach spaces with norms 11 . I/r and 11 */lx , 
respectively. Suppose V is continuously embedded in X and that A is a continuous 
linear map of V into X. Then 
(1) A necessary and sujicient condition that the graph of A be closed in 
XxXis that there exist apositive constant Csuch that 11 u IIy < C[ll Au Ilx+ Ij u/ix] 
for all u E V. 
(2) If in addition the embedding of V in X is compact then the image of A 
is closed and the kernel of A is$nite dimensional. 
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The results are well known. The first statement is a simple application of the 
closed graph theorem. The proof of the second statement is essentially the 
same as the proof of the corresponding statement in Browder [5, Theorem 41. 
COROLLARY 3.21. Suppose in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.9 
that Q is relatively compact. Then the kernel of (A, B) is Jinite-dimensional 
and the image of (A, B) is closed. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.9 and the preceding 
lemma since we know that the embedding maps are compact by the Rellich- 
Sobolev lemma. 
Remark. If the boundary operators are normal then using Theorem 3.11 
we can even conclude that (A, B) is a Fredholm operator. 
LEMMA 3.22. Let 6 be positive and let B,f = B, n E,” and B,’ = 
{x E B,: x, = 0). Let C,“(B,+) be the restrictions to Bs+ of C,,m(Bs) and let 
H”*p(B,+) be the completion of C,z(B,+) in the I/ . Ilm,9 norm. Then there exists a 
positive constant C such that 
for all u E Hm*p(BG+). Moreover, for 6 su$iciently small the map u ---f [Au, 
{y,Bju}] is injective. 
Proof. The inequality follows from (3.4) of Theorem 3.9. The proof of 
the second statement is very similar to the proof of Corollary 3.26 and is 
left to the reader. 
THEOREM 3.23. Let P be a properly elliptic ds@rential operator with 
constant coeficients of order m = 2r. Let Qi be ds#erential polynomials with 
constant coefficients of orders mj < m, j = O,..., r - 1 that cover P. Then there 
exists a mapping T from C,,“(E+“) x ny:i Com(En-l) into H”J’(E,“) such 
that 
V’, Q> T(f, v) = (f - fi 9 v - 0) fi E H1,p(E+“) 
and 
T-l 
fl E n ~m+l-nlj-l/P,p(~n-1). 
j=O 
If T(f, p) = u then there exists a constant C > 0 independent of (f, 9)) such 
that 
(3.7) 
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Proof. Let B, denote the closed unit ball in Ek with center at the origin. 
Now let wr E C,,~(,?P1) and suppose 0 < wr(x) < 1, wr(x) = 1 for x E B,-, 
and W&X) = 0 where 1 x 1 > 2. Let wa E C,“(.?P) be defined analogously. 
For (E’, LJ E En define x(s’, &J = 43 w2(L) and let x1(6) = 1 - x(f). 
First, assume that P(.) and Qj are homogeneous polynomials. Now given 
f E C,,“(E+“) denote by f again its extension by 0 to all of En and let 3 be its 
Fourier transform. Observe that the L” norm does not change. Define the 
function d by 
~(~> = I Ox,u,ic’~ 
where x1(5) = 0, 
fw 
othenvise (3.8) 
Sincef E COm,f^is rapidly decreasing and since x,(t) vanishes in a neighborhood 
of 0 and 0 is the only point where the denominator vanishes, 2 is rapidly 
decreasing and, therefore, its inverse Fourier transform w is certainly in 
HmsP(En). Thus, the restriction of w to E+” is in H”B*(E+~). To estimate the 
HmJ’ norm of w consider x,(0(1 + / [ I”)‘/P(E). x1 is bounded and its 
derivatives all vanish when 1 5’ 1 3 2, I 6, / > 2. Moreover, successively 
differentiating (1 + I 6 I”)‘/P([), i.e., @[(l + I 5 j2)T/P(t)] = Qa/P21aI where 
the degree of Qu is 21”lrn - j 01 I. Thus, the function f---f x,(6)(1 + 1 [ 12)‘/P([) 
has its ath derivative of order O(/ 5 l-l11 ) and, consequently, satisfies the 
conditions of Mikhlin’s theorem. We, therefore, have a constant C, such that 
(3.9) 
and C, is independent off. 
Now we have P([)ti(S) = x1(,$)3(E), and, thus, 
ww) = 369 - x(E)PW. (3.10) 
Since x has compact support it is clear that the function 6 + (1 + 1 6 I2)sx(S) 
for any s satisfies the conditions of Mikhlin’s theorem. Let 
f;cn = x(~)3(09 (3.11) 
and let fi denote its inverse Fourier transform as well as its restriction to 
E+“. Then fi E Hl,p(E+“) and moreover 
Moreover, by (3.10) we have Pw = f - fi . 
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Suppose * E Corn. Then by the Fourier inversion formula, since 9 E Y 
(the space of rapidly decreasing functions), we have 
&t) = (27f)-“/a j d”$q)d. 
Thus, 
and so 
$(x’, x,) = (2~r)-~” 1 t?“” j edznEn #(r, 6%) d(, dt 
#(ix’, 0) = (27~)(‘+~)” j eir’E’(27r)-1’2 j t,@‘, 5,) d.$, . 
Using again the notation r,,#(x’) = #‘(LX’, 0) we have 
hN5’) = GW-1’2 j SW, tn‘,) d&a . 
Since by (3.7) 
I 
x&3 Qrk? f(E) 
(Qi4W = P(f) Xl(S) f 09 
0 x1(5) = 0, 
we have by (3.12) that 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
where we have used the fact that xr’(c, 6,) = 0 when 1 5;, 1 < 1. Note also 
that since x1(5’, 5,) = 0 when 1 6 1 < 1 we have 
(roQ~>%‘) = 0 15’lGl. (3.16) 
Now let vj E C,,m(En-l) be given forj = I,..., Y, and let 
$i = (1 - 4 6 - (K,QP)~. (3.17) 
Now let w( c, r) denote the partial Fourier transform with respect to x’ of w 
and consider the family of ordinary differential equations 
fv, DY) w, r> = 0, 
Q&t’, Dy) W’, 0) = &S) j = l,..., n. 
(3.18) 
Since &j(S) vanishes when 1 5’ 1 < 1 and P(c, f”) vanishes only at the origin 
the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.3, modified in the obvious way, 
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shows that there exists a positive constant C independent of & and a 
v E H”sp(E+“) which solves 3.18 and for which 
(3.19) 
Now 
Set ej = q$ . Since w1 E Caoc(E”-‘) if we let 19, denote the inverse Fourier 
transformation of di it follows again by Mikhlin’s theorem that 
ej E Bmfl-mj-l/VsD(En-1) 
and that there exists a constant C, independent of vj such that 
<~j):~~m,-l,p,p d cl(vj):::,-l,p 2, * (3.20) 
On the other hand, 1 - w1 is bounded and its derivatives have compact 
support. Let Kj = (1 - W& . We can apply Mikhlin’s theorem to Kj and 
obtain the existence of a constant C, such that 
(Kj)~-;j-l,P.P d c2~‘pi)~~~j-1,,,p * (3.21) 
Now let v - 0 = {pI - 8r ,..., y’r - 0,>. Then if T(f, p’) = u = v + w we 
have (P, y,,Q) T(f, v) = (f’u, YOQ~U,.-~ roQvu) = (Pw, ~0Qlv + Y~&P,-, 
yOQrv + r,,Q,.w) = (f-jr , q~r - 0, ,..., q+ - 0,). Moreover, we have 
11 u 11%; < 11 v 115; + jj w j@t,” and using (3.18)-(3.21) we have the existence of 
some constant C > 0 such that 
Now for not necessarily homogeneous P and Qi let P, and Qoj denote the 
principal parts of P and Qj and let P” = P - P,, and Qj = Qj - Qoi . The 
order of P” is at most m - 1 and the order of Qj is at most mj - 1. Let 
u = T(f, @) with T as above corresponding to P, and Qoj . Then Pu = 
f - fi + pu and Q+ = yj - Sj + y0Q3u. Since P has order at most m - 1 
FU E H1-p(E+“) and similarly yOQju E Bm+l-mj-llp*p(En-l). Thus, we have a 
new fi = (fi - Pu) and a new Bj = 0, - y,,Qju. The estimate for u is 
unchanged. 
LEMMA 3.24. Let (f, @) be given in C,,m(B,+) x IJ7j’Ii CDm(BB’). Let P and 
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Qj be given as in Theorem 3.23. Then there exists a u E H”~p(B,+) such that 
Pu = f + fi , fi E Hl,p(B,+) and yOQiu = @i + 0, , 0, E Bm+1-m~-1/p*9(Bd’). 
Moreover, there exists a positive constant C independent off and @ such that 
Proof. Extend f to be 0 outside B,+ and extend @j to be 0 outside B,‘. Now 
Ilf I$‘$, < llf Ili?$ , (~~)~~j--l,p,pC(~~)~~m,-l,p,p and II u ll$p < II u II$i so 
if we set u = T(f, @) where T is the map of Theorem 3.23 and denote again 
by fi and 0, their restrictions to B,+ and Bs’, respectively, the requirements 
are met. 
Let the map (f, @I - (f, 0) g iven in the preceeding lemma be denoted by 
K. Then (P, Q) T(f, @) = (f, @) + K(f, @) = (I + K)(f, @). Since the injec- 
tion of HI-J’(B,+) into LP(B,+) and of Bm+l--mj-llp,p(Bg’) into Bm-mj-llp*p(Bg’) 
is compact it follows that K is a compact map and thus (P, Q)T = 1 + K 
where I is the identity operator and K is compact. The next lemma follows 
from the well known theory of Riesz. 
LEMMA 3.25. The map (P, Q) taking Hm*P(B,+) into 
r-1 
L”(B;) x fi Bm--.m~-l/=‘(Bg,) 
j=O 
has jinite cod&tension. 
COROLLARY 3.26. There exists a So > 0 so small that the map (P, Q)B 
taking H”*p(B,+) into JA?~*~ = Lp(B,+) x I-III; Bm--m~--l~p*P(B8’) is surjective. 
Proof. We know that /3(P, Q)6 < co for 6 < co. Choose a sequence 
6,$0 with 6, < co. If ,kl(P, Q)* is never zero then for each n there exists 
(fn ,A in JGirn and not in Im(P, Q)6. Thus, no extension of fn(tpjsn) to 
Lp(Bgt)(Bm--mj--llp*P(Bg)) can be in the Im(P, Q)61 . Thus, the sequence of 
elements is linearly independent. It follows that there is an infinite sequence 
{g, , $n} of linearly independent elements in H:*“(B,l) not in the image of 
F’, Oh, 9 and this is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.27. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let T be a surjective 
continuous linear map from X onto Y. There exists a positive number E such that 
if S is a continuous linear map from X to Y and I/ S /I < E then T + S is 
surjective. 
Proof. This is well known and can be found in Schechter [17, Theorem 
5.6.81. 
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THEOREM 3.28. For 6 su@iently small the operator (A, y,,B) on Hm*p(Bd+) 
is surjective. 
Proof. We can apply the above lemma to the maps (P, y@) and (A(x, D), 
y,,B(x, D)) on the spaces Hmsp(B,+) since for 8 sufficiently small 
II 4~ D)u - W)u llFp < E II u llffp 
with a similar inequality applying to Bi(x, D)u - Q(D)u. 
Proof of Theorem 3.13. We can now prove Theorem 3.13. We first show that 
there exist constants R and C > 0 such that for all u E C,,m(a) 
II u II:., < C I/ Au II&, + i @j~)~-,,-~,p,p + II u ll:.$ [ (3.22) j=l 
wherefiR, =SZnB,. 
Let 5 E Cam be such that 0 < c(x) < 1 for all X, t(x) = 1 for I x / < 1, 
and I@) = 0 for 1 X j > 2. Set &,&) = 5(x/R) and let UR = [Ru, VR = U - UR . 
Then vR(x) = 0 for I x / < R and u = uR f vR . 
By the hypotheses on the operator (A, , B,) we have for some constant 
c-1 > 0 
+ jl(A - A,) vR II&, + i ((B, - &n) vR)i--mj--l:..~]. (3.23) 
j=l 
Choose E > 0 SO small that EC < l/4 say and then choose R so large that 
according to our hypotheses 
and 
It follows then that there exists a constant C, > 0 such that 
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By Theorem 3.9 there exists a constant Cs > 0 such that 
Now 11 U II:,, < 11 uR Ii:., + 11 VR II:,, and uR = tRu. Since the derivatives of 
[R are bounded we can apply Leibniz’s formula, using the fact that the 
support of & is contained in I x I < 2R = RI , to obtain for some positive 
constants C, , C, , C, . 
II &4 II&J < c4 [II Au IltL + II 24 ll>I.,,] (3.26) 
and 
r-1 
c ~BjuR)ikz~-l/%P (j=, 
j=l 
< Co i <Bj~)~m,+D + 11 u II?:,,) (3.28) 
where rR1 = rn B, . Since vR = (1 - &)u, if I 01 I # 0 then supp DavR is 
contained in BR 1 . H&ce we can apply the Leibniz formula again to obtain 
11 AV,/l:, d c,[il A4t, + 11 d?1.,1 (3.29) 
Finally we apply the well known inequality II u lj:-i,, < c/j u I/& + C(E)II u/& 
where E > 0 can be arbitrarily small and C(E) depends on 52, p, E and m but 
not on u to obtain inequality (3.22). It follows from (3.23) and the Rellich- 
Sobolev lemma that (A, B) is semi-Fredholm and has finite dimensional 
kernel, i.e., a(A, B) < CO. In fact (A, B) is Fredholm. 
We know that (A, , B,) is a topological isomorphism. Let Q,, = BRC n Q 
and r,, = BRC n r. We know that if R is sufficiently large then 
T-l 
I/ Au - A,u llf,$ and c (yOBju - ~$+~)?-m,-i,z, 
j=O 
can be made arbitrarily small. It follows by Lemma 3.27 that iffo has support 
in Q, and y. has support in r. then there exists u. in H”~p(SZ,) such that 
Au = f. and y,Bu = v. where f. and v. are understood to mean the restric- 
tions to Q, and r. , respectively. 
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By Corollary 3.29, cover QR with a finite collection Q, ,..., Qnr of open sets 
such that if r, = Qj n r given f E L”(Qj) and g, E nI:t B”-mj-l/P*P(rj) 
there is a u in H”sp(SZj) such that Au = f and Bu = y. 
Let {wj:j = O,..., N} be an infinitely differentiable partition of unity 
subordinate to the cover {sZ,:j = O,..., N} of .Q such that C,fl, wj2 = 1. Then 
for each j = O,..., N there exists uj E HVL*“(Qj) such that Auj = wif and 
y,B,u, = w3p 
Let u = CL, wiuj and define T by T(f, p) = u. It follows from Lemma 3.4 
that u E H”$Q) and that jl u llm,2, < CZLs II ui II& . Applying Leibniz’s 
formula 
Au = 5 wjAuj + 2 c C,,D%+D%+ .
j=O j=o lGl+lBl<m 
I~/>0 
But CEO wjAui = CL, wj2f = f. Let 
K(f, ye) = f 1 Cw,D~wjD8uj . 
j=o lal+l8l<*z 
Ial> 
Then Au = f + K(f, v). 
Note first of all that since 1 01 1 > 0, then j j3 / < m - 1. Also if R, > R 
is sufficiently large and if sZ,,l = B, ~~thenQolCJ?oand~oln~~ = o 
forj = I,..., N. Thus, for x E Qol, d,(x) = 1 and Darwj(x) = 0 for 1 OT / > 0 




yo&T(f, v) = vj + Kdf, v) 
Kj(f, V) = : 1 C~,YOD&D~, . 
k=O lal+l8l(m, 
Ial> 
AS before Ki(f, y) E Bm+l--m~-l~p*~(~) and supp Ki(f, a) C BR1 n r. 
Set K(f, rp) = (K(f, ye), KJf, v) ,..., KTpl(f, v)). Then by the Rellich- 
Sobolev lemma K is a compact map of H”sD(fi) into 
T-l 
LP(Q) x n B-w'p*P(q 
j=O 
and (A, B) = 1 + K is a Riesz operator. Thus, /3(A, B) < CO, and this 
completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.17. Th is result and its proof differs from that of 
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Agmon [ 1, Theorem 2. l] only in that it includes boundary terms and applies 
to all 24 E H7fl,P(Q). 
Let fir = Sz x R and r, = aQ, = r x R. Just as in Agmon let 
L(x, D, , DJ = A(x, D,) - eieDtm where 0 is chosen subject to the hypothesis 
of the theorem. The conditions of the theorem guarantee that the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.9 are satisfied and hence for all z, E H”*p(Q,) 
Just as in Agmon we consider a function V, in H”“*“(Qr) of the form vu, = epp)u 
where u E H”-p(Q), ep(t) = eipt with t E R and p > 0 and v E Corn(R), 
O<~(t)<l,~(t)=l,ItI <l,v(t)=O,lt/>2.Inobtainingtheright 
side of (3.6) the argument used in obtaining the first term does not differ 
from Agmon’s, and we do not repeat it. It remains to consider the boundary 
terms and for these using familiar arguments it suffices to consider the case 
Ii = En-l and Q = E,“. 
Write points in E+” as (x, s) with x E En-l and s > 0. Let Bp = wj and 
y,,wj = & . Revising notation slightly and letting y0 also denote the restriction 
to the boundary operator in Z!@“(Q) as well in ZFP(SZ) we have 
y,,Bp,, = e,v& . Suppose we have shown that 
for j = l,..., r. Then letting pm = I h 1 and treating the first two terms in 
(3.31) exactly as in Agmon we obtain (3.6) since y,,B+ = & . To obtain (3.32) 
using the above notation it suffices to show that for any w E Corn(g), 
(e,vwY: k l,p,9 G c,“-l’“<*>~:;;,., 
where y,,w = 9. Observe that if w,(x, s) = w(x, ps) then y,,wp = # so by 
definition of (-)i~i,~,~ and Lemma 3.2 for p 3 1 
< (Cy+z~,<n~k”j I P(t)l”dt x sjl D~~~~yw(~,~s)l’~~~s)l’p. 
\ 
Make the change of variable ps -+ s to obtain for some constant C, 
for all w E C,,m(E+n) such that w(x, 0) = #(x). (3.33) 
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Let G = Cl maxoGzGm. l [ #(t)l” dt. Then (3.33) yields 
for all w E C,,m(E+n) such that w(x, 0) = #(x). Thus, by definition of 
<x’II;;,,. we have (e,~w)~~l,pSp < C’~~“P-~($)~~‘II;~~,, , and we are through. 
4. PERTURBATIONS 
In this section we perturb the operators A, B and give sufficient conditions 
which will insure that the properties proved in Theorem 3.17 are not disturbed. 
To this end we employ some of the expressions introduced in [12]. For q(x) 
locally in LP we set 
K,,(d = sup I I a(~ - 4” I x lli dx. 
v~E”lrl<l 
We say that q E M,,, if M,,,(q) < w. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let .Q, A, {Bj} satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.9. Let 
E = c e,,(x) Dp 
be operators uch that for some 01 < mp 
e, E M,-I,I,., , IPI <m 
Wi. E Mm-~u~s+~v~s,s 7 IPI <ml and /v/<m-mj, 1 <j,(r. 
Then for each p there is a constant C such that 
II 4 ii., < C [ II@ + -9 II:, + c <P, + ~d&?-m+e.p 
+ II tJ II&] 11 EHrnva. (4.1) 
If j/z--lll=l 1 e,, 12, dy and s~.-,,l~~ 1Duffi 12, dy both tend to 0 as / x I --+ w the 
perturbation is compact. If l2 is bounded the perturbation is always compact. 
In proving the theorem we shall make use of the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 4.2. If t 3 0, p 3 1 and 01 < pt, there is a constant C depending 
only on n, p, (Y and t such that 
If .lIx-,r=lIq(y)lpdy+O as 1x1 -+ co then multiplication by q dejnes a 
compact map of Ht*p into LP. 
A proof of the lemma can be found in [ 131. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose s is an integer, 0 < s < t, p > 1 and 01 < p(t - s). 
If q is a function such that Dug E MM+iU I~,.~ for 1 TV 1 < s, then there is a constant 
C such that 
II !P Il.%8 d c II u IILP P for u E HtJ’. (4.3) 
If in addition for I p / < s 
s 
1 D”q Ipdy-+O as IXI-+CO 
ICC--YJ<l 
then q is a compact map of Ht.” -+ Hs*P. The constant has the form C 
C~rr~<s M~+~,~,,PWp- 
Proof. If /p I + j v / <s, then 
II(W) D”u llo,p < C~~+,,&W)l’p II DW IIt--s+,u,,p 
< ~M~+~ut,aP?Wp II u/Ita 
by Lemma 4.2. But 
The proof of compactness is the obvious generalization of the proof of 
Lemma 4.12 in [13]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For v E Hm,p, D% E Hm-lul.p, and since 
s I e, Ip4y+0, /X--Y14 
by Lemma 4.2 e,D% thus defines a compact map of H”*P into LP. As a result 
so does Eu = CI,I <nL e,(x) D&u. 
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Also since ~~z:-?I~ <i 1 Pfjw lp dy --f 0, again by Lemma 4.2 fjUDuu defines 
a compact map of H nr,p into Hm-m~,~(12) and then so does 
Fju = c f&) Dw, 1 <j<K 
iUl<VC,ni 
Since evaluation on the boundary is a continuous map of H+“+P(SZ) to 
Hm--mj--llp*p(aQ) th e composition y,,Fj defines a compact map of H”sP(Q) to 
Bm--n’~~lj*,p(&‘). Using (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain the estimate (4.1) from the 
fact that 
and from the fact that for t < m, E > 0 there is a constant C(c) such that 
II u Ilt,p < <II u lima + C(4 II 24 llO,P Vu E H’“J’(SZ). 
In order to apply Theorem 4.1 we need some additional considerations. We 
let the image of a linear map T be denoted by Im T. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. (a) If Im(A, Q) z’s cZosed in Mm,p(J2) then Im A, is 
closed in Q(Q). 
(b) If B is a normal set of boundary operators then the converse of (a) is 
true. 
Here &rP~‘~fl(Qn) is defined just prior to the statement of Theorem 2.5 and A, 
denotes the operator A,,, of Definition 3.10. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. ker A, = ker(A, yoB). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. (a) codim Im A, < codim Im(A, y,,B). 
(b) If B is normal then equality holds in (a). 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. (a) Supposef, E Im A,. Thus, (fn ,O) E Im(A,y,,B) 
and if ,f, --f f in P(Q) then (fn , 0) + (f, 0) in JP,P(Q). By hypothesis 
(f, 0) E Im(A, B) and this means that f E Im A, . This proves (a). 
(b) Suppose that B is normal and let (fn , vn) E Im(A, yoB) C Mm,p(12). 
Suppose (fn , 4 - (f, p’) in Mm~~(sZ). Then fn + f in Lp(Q) and 
vn ---f p E nl=, Bm-m~-ll~~r(&Q). Suppose u, E H”‘,p(Q) and Au, = fn and 
y,,Bu, = 9n . Denote the norm in Hi=, Bm--mj-1/~*P(LX2) by (.) for brevity. 
Since B is normal, by Lemma(3.2) y,B is surjective and there exists a constant 
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C > 0 and for each n a v, E H”*P(Q) such that y,,Bv% = yn and 
Since vn --f q~ it follows that v, + v for some v E H”**(Q) and, moreover, 
that y$v = q~. If Av, = g, , then since vu, - v it follows that Av, = 
g, - g = Av. Therefore, A(un - v,) = fn -g, +f-g and y&u, - v,) = 0. 
Since fn - g, is in Im A, and since Im A, is closed it follows that there 
exists a w E HmJ’(Q) such that y,,Bw = 0 and Aw = f - g. Let u = v + w. 
Then Au = f, yr,Bu = v and the proof is complete. 
Proposition 4.4 is obvious. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. (a) If v E Im A,I then (v, 0) E Im(A, 3/oB)I so (a) 
is clear. 
(b) Let (v, p) ~1m(A, yOB)I. Since B is normal consider Green’s 
formula (see Theorem 3.8) which for brevity we write 
(Au, v) - (u, A’v) = (y&u, yoB’v) - (yoBu, y,C’v). 
Now by hypothesis we have 
(Au, 4 + <Y$u, VJ> = 0 for all u E H”lsp(S2). 
Using the notation of Definition I .12 it follows that v E Im Aisp = ker AL,,,, 
by Theorem (3.11). But then for all u E H”,p(G) we have by Green’s formula 
that (Au, v) = -(y$u, y,,C’v) and so (yOBu, IJI - yOC’v) = 0. Since y,B is 
surjective it follows that q~ = y,C’v and this completes the proof. 
Summarizing the above we can state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.6. (a) If (A, y&Z) is Fredholm (semi-Fredholm) then A, is 
Fredholm (semi-Fredholm). 
(b) If B is normal and A, is semi-Fredholm (Fredholm) then (A, yoB) is 
semi-Fredholm (Fredholm) and ind(A, yoB) = ind(A,). 
We can use Theorem 4.1 together with Theorem 4.6 to deduce the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 that B 
is normal. If A, is Fredholm then (A + E),,, is also Fredholm. If B + F is 
also normal then ind A, = ind(A + E)B+F . 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. By Theorem 4.6 since B is normal and A, is 
Fredholm it follows that (A, ~$3) is Fredholm. Then by Theorem 4.1 
(A + E, y&B + F)) is a compact perturbation of the Fredholm operator 
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(A, y$) and is, thus, itself a Fredholm operator with the same index [17, 
Theorem 3.1, p. 1141. Thus, again by Theorem 4.6 (A + E)B+F is Fredholm 
and if B + F is normal ind A, = ind(A + E),,, . 
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